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Instructions 
All Puppets 
1. Color each puppet. 
2. Cut out each puppet and the parts. 

Leo Lizard 
1. Fold Leo’s legs on the dotted lines. Fold 

the feet up and fold the knees to meet 
the feet. 

2. Tape the legs to the under side of the 
puppet. Tape the front legs behind the 
arm holes of Leo’s shirt. Tape the back legs below Leo’s shirt. 

3. Leo’s head is formed by taping the flap on each side of his eyes under the 
nostrils. The neck should be folded slightly back so the head will stand up. 

4. Tape the two side tabs together under his belly, this space should fit your 
fingers tightly in order to control the puppet. If the tabs are too long you 
may cut them to fit your fingers. 

Diamondback Dan 
1. Diamondback Dan, has flaps on the side of his head. Fold the flaps down 

toward the snake. Tape the flaps under the head of the snake. 
2. Tape the fangs under the nostrils of the snake. 
3. Fold the tabs under the snake, cut the tabs to fit your fingers and then tape 

the tabs together. The tabs taped together should be tight to your fingers 
for control of the snake. 

Olivia Owl 
1. Olivia Owl is symmetrical. Fold the puppet in half matching the wings. 

When the owl is folded it is easy to cut the slits in the middle of the owl. 
The slits are spaces for your fingers. 

2. Fold the wings of the bird toward the middle of the puppet on the line of 
the body. Folding the wings slightly allows the wings to easily flap. 

3. To operate owl, put your middle finger through the middle slots and use 
your ring and index finger to flap the wings. 


